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Abstract

Public health responses to the COVID-19 pandemic varied across the world. Some
countries (e.g., mainland China, New Zealand, and Taiwan) implemented elim-
ination strategies involving strict travel measures and periods of rigorous non-
pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) in the community, aiming to achieve peri-
ods with no disease spread; while others (e.g., many European countries and the
United States of America) implemented mitigation strategies involving less strict
NPIs for prolonged periods, aiming to limit community spread. Travel measures
and community NPIs have high economic and social costs, and there is a need
for guidelines that evaluate the appropriateness of an elimination or mitigation
strategy in regional contexts. To guide decisions, we identify key criteria and pro-
vide indicators and visualizations to help answer each question. Considerations
include determining whether disease elimination is: (1) necessary to ensure health
care provision; (2) feasible from an epidemiological point of view; and (3) cost ef-
fective when considering, in particular, the economic costs of travel measures and
treating infections. We discuss our recommendations by considering the regional
and economic variability of Canadian provinces and territories, and the epidemi-
ological characteristics of different SARS-CoV-2 variants. While elimination may
be a preferable strategy for regions with limited health care capacity, low travel
volumes, and few port of entries, mitigation may be more feasible in large urban
areas with dense infrastructure, strong economies, and with high connectivity to
other regions.
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Introduction1

During the COVID-19 pandemic, non-pharmaceutical Interventions (NPIs) greatly reduced2

the spread of SARS-CoV-2 [39, 15], and include: travel measures, such as self-isolation, quar-3

antine, and testing requirements applying to individuals arriving from other jurisdictions; and4

community measures, such as physical distancing, gathering size restrictions, and business and5

school closures, that apply to residents. However, these restrictions substantially reduced eco-6

nomic activity, increased unemployment rates, and undermined social wellbeing [37, 73, 71].7

As NPIs have substantial economic and societal costs, it is important to establish criteria to8

adjust restrictions to control infection spread with minimal cost.9

Canada is the second largest country in the world by area, extending from the Pacific10

to the Atlantic to the Arctic Oceans with ten provinces and three territories widely differing11

in their geography, population, and economies. Canada is also a federal state, with respon-12

sibility for health care divided between the federal government, responsible for: regulation13

of entry into the national territory; approval of medications and vaccines; the health of First14

Nations living on reserves, the military, and inmates in the federal prison system, and with the15

provinces and territories responsible for most of the remaining health care issues, including16

the implementation of health policies, and entry to, and movement within, their borders. Ge-17

ographic, economic and jurisdictional differences, as well as differences in health care capacity,18

have driven broad inter-provincial variation in the type and timing of NPIs implemented to19

limit viral spread [64, 18, 112], which has in turn led to different COVID-19 epidemics in20

different Canadian jurisdictions.21

Prior to the establishment of the Omicron variant in December 2021, the Atlantic provinces22

(New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Newfoundland and Labrador) and23

Northern Canada (Nunavut, Yukon, and Northwest Territories) generally implemented a con-24

tainment strategy [82] that resulted in periods of elimination of community infections [44]25

consistent with an ‘elimination’ or ‘zero-COVID strategy’ [19, 10, 42] (see Fig. 1a). These26

provinces and territories have relatively small population sizes [92], and in Newfoundland and27

Labrador, for example, elimination was achieved through strict border control of few ports of28

entry (through which travelers from the rest of Canada and abroad could enter the province),29

contact tracing, testing, and rigorous restrictions to end community transmission when com-30

munity outbreaks occurred [82]. In contrast, provinces with large urban centers, such as31

Ontario and Quebec, may have implemented ‘mitigation’ or ‘suppression’ strategies, aiming32

to flatten the epidemic curve and keep the number of cases below the critical care capacity,33

with some community transmission [10, 29, 20] (see Fig. 1b). At times during 2020 and 2021,34

these provinces reported high case counts [47], nearly reaching the critical care capacity in35

December 2020 and March 2021 [22, 21, 31].36

Whether an elimination or mitigation strategy is the preferable response to pandemic37

threats has been matter of debate (e.g., [2, 99, 34, 56, 65, 75]). Early in the COVID-1938

pandemic, countries implementing an elimination strategy were praised for obtaining better39

public health outcomes, economic growth, civil liberties, and general population well-being [74,40

10, 9, 40]. However, by late 2021, and especially with more people becoming vaccinated and the41

spread of the more transmissible Omicron (B.1.1.529) variant of concern, most countries had42

abandoned the elimination strategy [8, 26, 43], and the societal costs of strict restrictions were43

increasingly highlighted [13, 68, 106]. These observations indicate that neither elimination,44

nor mitigation is the indisputable optimal strategy, and that the preferred strategy may vary45

regionally and change over time.46
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Box 1: Common errors and misconceptions that bias against recommending an
elimination strategy

• Multiple studies have shown that travel measures do not have a substantial role
when community outbreaks are occurring [7, 105, 101, 16, 24], which may lead
to the misconception that travel measures are unimportant. However, in regions
with no community cases, travel measures become critical to ensure that mild
community restrictions can remain in place for a reasonable period of time.

• Recommendations have considered whether travel measures should be imple-
mented [107, 24], but may have overlooked coordinated implementation of mul-
tiple components of a public health response. An elimination strategy might
involve travel measures when there are no community cases, an aggressive con-
tainment response to community cases when they occur, and a plan to continue
the elimination strategy only until the conditions for the implementation of the
elimination strategy are no longer met, for example, when the population be-
comes highly vaccinated [74].

• International guidelines considered as best-practise in several countries [107, 108]
are not necessarily applicable to small jurisdictions or remote communities with
self-determination of health care (e.g., economically smaller Canadian provinces
or Indigenous communities), which may bias against elimination strategy recom-
mendations. While elimination may be unsustainable and economically damag-
ing at the country level, in smaller regions an elimination strategy may provide
benefits, for example, helping to protect health system capacity.

• Classic epidemiological models of community spread (e.g. the Susceptible-
Infectious-Recovered (SIR) compartmental models, [54]) are frequently used to
model infectious diseases, however these models are only applicable to regions
implementing an elimination strategy when community outbreaks are occurring.
Community spread models are not appropriate to provide reproduction number
estimates from data describing travel-related cases, which report infection in in-
dividuals that did not acquire infection from the local community, and where
the infected traveller may have been in quarantine or self-isolating since arrival.
Indeed, the mechanisms that generate new cases when prevalence is low or zero
are not the mechanisms that generate new infections in an SIR model, where it is
assumed that infected individuals mix amongst susceptible members of the com-
munity. This limitation can be overcome, for example, by separately reporting
travel-related and community cases, and by estimating the number of outbreaks,
and then modelling each community outbreak individually [44, 91, 35].

• Results of stochastic simulations are often reported as means of an ensemble of
simulations with community outbreaks starting on different days. The ensemble
mean may show no elimination of infection, although elimination does occur for
individual simulations. Therefore, the results of stochastic models (including
agent-based models) should be carefully reported (e.g. [50]).

47

Infection severity, health care capacity, the efficiency of case detection, the vaccination48

status of a population, and the economic and societal costs of NPIs have a fundamental role49

in determining if an elimination or a mitigation strategy should be preferred. Many such50

indicators are highlighted in Guidance for a strategic approach to lifting restrictive public51
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health measures [81] and other guidance documents by Canadian provincial public health52

[83], the Public Health Agency of Canada [80], and the World Health Organization [108]. Yet,53

lacking are quantitative descriptions that specify the relative importance and inter-relatedness54

of indicators, and how these quantities combine to determine epidemiological quantities that55

guide decisions.56

A further issue that has not previously been highlighted, is that the most relevant epi-57

demiological quantities for regions implementing an elimination strategy are different than for58

those implementing mitigation or suppression. When a mitigation strategy is implemented,59

travel-related cases make only a negligible contribution to epidemic dynamics [7, 105, 101],60

and the infection dynamics are mainly determined by the pathogen spread rate within a com-61

munity (e.g., by indicators such as the basic or control reproduction numbers of the infection62

[27, 33, 53]). On the other hand, travel measures, including testing and post-arrival quarantine63

or self-isolation, may be a more critical component of the combined public health response in64

regions implementing an elimination strategy. In this case, other forms of assessment such as65

the evaluation of the efficiency of travel measures, including testing and quarantine policies66

[116, 97, 79, 96, 6, 91], and the probability of elimination under specific community NPIs67

(i.e., capacity limits or school and business closures) for hypothetical community outbreak68

scenarios [78, 14, 41, 35], are key to inform public health responses.69

Due to these fundamental differences in the key quantities and modelling approaches70

used to forecast the epidemiological dynamics of mitigation and elimination, it has been71

challenging to develop methods that allow for a quantitative comparison of the two strategies72

for decision-making purposes (see also Box 1, in which we highlight some common errors73

and misconceptions when deciding whether an elimination strategy should be implemented).74

Here, we identify key epidemiological and regional characteristics to evaluate whether disease75

elimination or mitigation is desirable, and we outline criteria to guide this decision. We76

highlight three main questions that should be answered to determine the circumstances when77

elimination is a recommended approach (see Fig. 2). Namely, is elimination:78

1 necessary to ensure health care provision?79

2 epidemiologically feasible?80

3 cost effective?81

We discuss each of these questions separately, and consider which role different criteria may82

play during an unfolding pandemic. Although our discussion mainly focuses on the approach83

to SARS-CoV-2 of different Canadian provinces and territories, our conclusions have broad84

implications that apply widely outside the Canadian context.85
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Fig. 1: Visual representation of (a) an elimination, and (b) a mitigation strategy and corresponding
epidemiological indicators. When an elimination strategy is implemented, a community outbreak
initiated by an infected traveler is detected after a time interval Td. Following outbreak detection,
strict restrictions to reduce the number of cases are implemented during the time interval Te (red
regions). Strict restrictions are released when the number of cases drops from Imax to below a minimum
Iend (green region). The time interval between the time of detection for two consecutive outbreaks
is Ti. When a mitigation strategy is implemented, prolonged periods of moderate restrictions are
enacted (yellow regions). Red persons correspond to community cases. Blue persons correspond to
travel-related cases that infect individuals in the community (i.e., ‘spillover’). For simplicity, travel-
related cases that do not cause community cases are not shown in the figure. Shaded cases correspond
to hospitalized cases. The width of a person corresponds to the average duration of an active case
and the relationship between incidence, prevalence, and hospital occupancy is investigated in the
supplementary information, section A. (Figure adapted from [61]).

1 Is elimination necessary to ensure health care provision?86

During the pandemic, in many countries a main purpose of NPI implementation was to ensure87

that the number of severe cases did not rise above hospital or Intense Care Unit (ICU) capacity.88

High pathogen transmissibility, high rates of asymptomatic cases, and low testing efficiency,89

are all factors that could cause a community outbreak to go undetected for several days. In90

regions with low resource capacity (e.g., jurisdictions with low hospital, contact tracing or91

testing capacities), the number of cases when the outbreak is initially detected may already92

have the potential to approach, or exceed, available resources for control and health care93

capacity [12, 102, 45]. This is particularly true of hospital and ICU occupancy limits, because94

due to the delay between exposure and hospitalization, and because hospital stays are often95

many days, peak hospital occupancy usually occurs weeks after the implementation of strict96

community NPIs and can be substantially higher than hospital occupancy at the time of97

strict NPI implementation. Thus, in these regions the implementation of strict community98

measures as soon as the outbreak is detected may be necessary to prevent hospital and ICU99
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burden, spurring the implementation of an elimination approach. This choice is accompanied100

by the implementation of travel measures after the outbreak is eliminated, meaning that the101

costs and disruptions of strict border control are outweighed by the benefits associated with102

protecting the capacity of the health care system.103

On the other hand, regions with higher resource capacity may be able to detect a new104

outbreak before the number of hospitalizations reaches the potential to near the regional105

capacity. In these cases, a disease mitigation approach consisting of moderate community NPIs106

may be sufficient to ensure hospital capacity limits are not exceeded, and strict travel measures107

may lead to unnecessary costs and disruptions, that could negatively affect the compliance108

with other public health measures [115, 30]. Even when health care capacity is high, concerns109

regarding pathogen variants that are highly transmissible or virulent, and uncertainty in110

how cases will respond to interventions may justify the precautionary implementation of an111

elimination approach (or a ‘wait-and-see approach’ [78]) rather than a mitigation approach,112

in order to delay pathogen spread until more information is available, vaccines or therapy is113

developed, or response preparedness is enhanced [46, 32, 1, 6].114

In the supplementary information, section A, we present an illustrative model to determine115

hospital occupancy from peak incidence, that can serve as a starting point to quantitatively116

assess whether there is a risk of exceeding the regional care capacity. The model can also be117

used to provide estimates for the detection time Td (see Fig. 1a) between outbreak initiation118

and detection, and for the corresponding increase in infection prevalence during this time.119

Disease severity will also determine whether elimination or mitigation is preferable. The120

occurrence of severe disease depends on characteristics of a population including the pro-121

portion with different ages, co-morbidities, vaccination and immunity statuses, associations122

between these variables, and where these factors may be heterogeneous within a population123

[87, 100]. For instance, it may be be reasonable to recommend a SARS-CoV-2 elimination124

approach for regions whose populations have a high prevalence of co-morbidities, or a low125

proportion of individuals vaccinated [5, 55]. On the other hand, a lower proportion of cases126

requiring hospitalization arising from high vaccination rates, or the spread of a less severe vari-127

ant, may reduce the need for an elimination strategy. The SARS-CoV-2 variant of concern128

Omicron (B.1.1.529), for example, established and spread in Canada when a large proportion129

of the population had already received at least two doses of vaccine, reducing the rates of130

severe disease with respect to other variants (see vertical axis, Fig. 3).131
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SHOULD AN ELIMINATION STRATEGY BE IMPLEMENTED? 

Can rates of travel-related 
infections be low enough to 
ensure disease-free periods 

between outbreaks?


Is the rapid implementation of 
severe restrictions after outbreak 

detection necessary to ensure that 
the number of cases remains 

below the health care capacity?

Is the cost of implementing 
efficient travel-related 

measures low? Is the cost of 
treating infections high? 

Is it necessary to ensure 
health care provision?

Is it epidemiologically 
feasible? Is it cost effective?1 2 3

* Low resource capacity (e.g., 
low hospital, contact tracing or 
testing capacities)


* High hospitalization or death 
rates


* Strict travel measures are 
attainable due to geographic, 
jurisdictional and societal 
characteristics


* High disease detection efficiency

* Fast and efficient response for 

outbreak control

* Low cost of implementing 
travel-related measures (e.g., 
low travel volumes, few port of 
entries, low economic 
dependence on imports)


* High cost of infections

- Detection delay and maximal 
disease prevalence (Td and Imax)


- Health care capacity

- Proportion of reported cases 

hospitalized

- Outbreak frequency (Ti)

- Disease prevalence at implementation 

and relaxation of strict community 
NPIs (Istart, Imax and Iend)


- Speed of decline in disease 
prevalence when NPIs are 
implemented (Te)

- Relative cost of implementing 
travel-related restrictions to the 
cost of community restrictions


- Relative cost of travel-related 
measures to the cost of treating 
infections
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Fig. 2: Three possible criteria presented in this manuscript that can be used to determine whether
elimination or mitigation strategy is preferable, and key regional and disease characteristics and rele-
vant quantities that should be considered to answer each of the questions. The meaning of the different
parameters is shown in Fig. 1.

2 Is elimination epidemiologically feasible?132

For elimination to be feasible, the duration of the strict restrictions needs to be balanced133

with a reasonable period when restrictions are relaxed to release the population from the134

adverse impacts of strict public health measures (i.e., the proportion of green zones to red135

zones in Fig. 1a needs to be high). This requires both that many weeks elapse between136

community outbreaks initiated by infected travelers, and that once the outbreak is detected137

strict community NPIs are implemented sufficiently rapidly to initiate the decrease in infection138

prevalence.139

The probability that a travel-related case initiates a community outbreak depends on140

travel measures, infection prevalence in neighboring regions, pathogen characteristics, such141

as its transmissibility, airborne transmission, incubation time or testing efficiency [60, 86,142

111], community NPIs and vaccination levels [44]. The time before an outbreak can be143

considered under control (i.e., when the probability that further community infections may144

occur is very low) depends on peak incidence and on the effectiveness of the strict NPIs145

in reducing community transmission. Peak incidence (as discussed in 1 ) determines the146

approximate maximum from which new daily cases must decline, and the effectiveness of147

strict community NPIs determines the speed of the decline. The speed of the decline depends148

on pathogen transmissibility, and on the efficiency of contact tracing, testing, and isolation [39,149

90]. Thus, local socio-geographic characteristics, pathogen characteristics, and characteristics150

of the local population can make an elimination strategy more or less feasible from a purely151

epidemiological point of view, and this feasibility should be continuously reassessed given152

evolving pathogenic traits and compliance with public health measures.153

When a disease is highly transmissible, outbreaks occur often, as prevalence may be higher154

in other connected regions, and as the virus spreads easily even when restrictions are in place155

[44], allowing only short or no periods of mild restrictions. For example, it may not have been156
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epidemiologically feasible to eliminate the SARS-CoV-2 Delta variant in Melbourne, Victoria,157

Australia, even with strict NPIs. On October 21, 2021, Melbourne residents exited an 11 week158

lockdown because vaccination targets had been met, but at this time daily reported cases in159

Victoria were 2,232: the second highest that had been reported for any Australian state [49].160

In Newfoundland and Labrador there were 10 months between the last reported case161

associated with the initial community outbreak (original SARS-CoV-2 virus) in March 2020,162

and the next community outbreak (Alpha variant) that began in February 2021 [82]. The more163

transmissible and virulent Delta variant was introduced into Newfoundland and Labrador in164

April 2021, and over the next 8 months several community outbreaks were reported in smaller165

regions across the province, with much shorter periods between community outbreaks than166

previously observed [82]. Nonetheless, elimination was achieved (and therefore feasible) in167

Newfoundland and Labrador for the original, Alpha, and Delta variants, but not for the more168

transmissible and less virulent Omicron variant.169

In Fig. 3 (horizontal axis), we provide estimates of the average percent of days with mild170

restrictions between two consecutive outbreaks if an elimination strategy is implemented,171

based on the outbreak frequency experienced in Newfoundland for different SARS-CoV-2172

variants of concern. The number of days with mild restrictions depends on the time between173

outbreaks (i.e., Ti, see horizontal axis of Fig. 1a) and on the time needed to eliminate an174

outbreak (i.e., Te, red regions in Fig. 1a), which is calculated assuming an exponential decay175

in infection prevalence when strict restrictions are in place, as explained in detail in the176

supplementary information, section B. We calculated that for Te < Ti, the percentage of days177

with mild restrictions is given by178

Ti − Te

Ti
× 100, with Te =

ln(Istart/Iend)

γ(1−Rc)
, (1)179

and is equal to zero for Te ≥ Ti. The value of Te depends on infection prevalence when180

restrictions are implemented (Istart), on infection prevalence when restrictions are released181

(Iend), on the infection recovery rate (γ), and on the control reproduction number (Rc).182

The effectiveness of the same public health measures varies depending on the pathogen183

or variant considered, making different strategies preferable at different points in time. Ad-184

ditionally, as discussed in 1 , different COVID-19 variants can be characterised by different185

rates of severe illness, which also depends on vaccination rates. These considerations affect186

the risk of exceeding hospital capacity (Fig. 3, vertical axis).187

Lastly, for an elimination strategy to be feasible it is not only important to achieve fast188

outbreak detection and implementation of strict community restrictions, but it is also nec-189

essary that strict measures are relaxed when they are no longer needed, because during an190

ongoing pandemic there remains a risk of disease re-introduction, and the population may be191

asked to comply with strict public health measures once again. The World Health Organi-192

zation defines an outbreak as over when two incubation periods have passed with no further193

cases reported (i.e., 28 days for COVID-19 [77]), however, a more precise approach could be194

to relax measures when there is a high probability that the number of cases in the community195

is zero [77]), and to consider how quickly the reported cases were isolated. Contact tracing196

efficiency and population compliance will affect when community NPI relaxation can feasibly197

occur [63, 17]. Thus, faster reopening may occur in regions characterised by social cohesive-198

ness, such as rural areas where ‘everyone knows everyone’, and where infected people and their199

contacts are easier to identify and reach [109, 59]. On the other hand, contact tracing might200

be impractical in larger and more densely populated areas making an elimination strategy201

more challenging to implement.202
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Fig. 3: Estimated average hospitalization per 1000 cases considering vaccination rates in the province
of Newfoundland and Labrador (NL) at the time each SARS-CoV-2 variant was established (vertical
axis) and estimated percent of days with mild NPIs between two consecutive community outbreaks if
an elimination strategy is implemented (i.e., 100 × (Ti − Te)/Ti for Te < Ti and 0 otherwise, where
Te and Ti are shown on the horizontal axis of Fig. 1a). When high transmissibility does not allow for
periods with no community cases between outbreaks, and when the risk of severe disease is relatively
low, elimination is no longer feasible, and mitigation is preferred. Estimates used for producing the
figure and their derivation are provided in the supplementary information, section B. [Adapted from
[61]].

3 Is it cost effective?203

Discussing costs when it comes to fighting a pandemic threat is challenging, and there are204

trade-offs to be considered. Minimal public health restrictions may lead to many infections,205

hospitalizations, and deaths, while strict public health restrictions may lead to economic,206

social and psychological damages [73, 76]. Considering such costs involves finding a complex207

balance between medical needs, and social and economic freedom. This said, certain costs,208

whether social, economic, or medical, are unequivocally larger in some regions relative to209

others. When deciding if elimination or mitigation is preferable, an important consideration210

is the trade-off between the economic cost of implementing travel measures, which tend to be211

higher for a disease elimination strategy; and the costs of treating infections, which tend to212

be higher for a disease mitigation strategy due to higher number of infections [10, 110].213

Travel measures, such as travel declaration forms and testing requirements that are veri-214

fied at arrival are less costly, and can feasibly be enforced, in regions with few ports of entry.215

The costs of requiring arriving travelers to quarantine or self-isolate are less in regions with216

low travel volumes, while the cost of reducing travel-related infections in Canada’s econom-217

ically larger provinces, i.e., Ontario and Quebec, are substantial due to the large volume of218

trade occurring across the inter-provincial and international borders [93, 94]. Travel measures219

may be less costly and more feasible in Atlantic Canada, where there are few ports of entry220

into most of the four provinces. Furthermore, during the pandemic, international arrivals221
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to Canada occurred mostly first into provinces outside of Atlantic Canada [84], with federal222

travel measures applying to these travelers before onward travel, which may have substantially223

reduced the risk of disease importation to Atlantic Canada.224

The cost of treating a fixed number of infections is proportionally higher in smaller eco-225

nomic regions, compared to larger economic regions, because of large differences in the size of226

the economies (see horizontal axis of Figure 4) and relatively similar costs of treating infec-227

tions. The costs of strict community NPIs, such as complete business closures, might also be228

higher in economically larger regions relative to economically smaller regions. In Fig. 4, the229

pre-pandemic number of international travelers arriving to Canadian provinces and territories230

is shown versus their yearly Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2019. Areas characterised231

by low GDP and low travel volumes, such as Northern or Atlantic Canada, might opt for232

disease elimination to reduce pandemic costs by implementing travel measures to reduce the233

risk of community infections initiated from travel-related cases. Additionally, due to the234

lower travel volumes in these regions, elimination may also be more epidemiologically feasible235

(see point 2 ). Economically larger provinces (e.g., Ontario, Quebec, British Columbia, and236

Alberta), might consider mitigation to be an economically preferable strategy.237

Note that the linear relationship between costs, arrivals and GDP in Fig. 4 is illustrative,238

and for decision-making this relationship would need to be evaluated for the specific situation.239

For instance, the implementation of travel measures in regions whose economies strongly240

depend on tourism can be very costly, especially if not well timed, and even when travel241

volumes are small [88, 36]. The relationship between travel volumes and community outbreak242

frequency may also be non-linear if efficient post-arrival travel measures (such as quarantine,243

or self-isolation) are in place, reducing the likelihood of community outbreaks. Finally, the244

relationship between the cost of treating an infection and the regional GDP indicators may not245

be informative when considering that a much larger number of infections may be experienced246

when implementing a mitigation strategy, whose relative cost in regions with higher GDP247

may be comparable to treating a smaller number of infections in regions with low GDP under248

an elimination strategy.249

In addition to economic costs, social and mental health costs need to be considered when250

discussing NPI implementation [2]. Elimination may provide more freedoms during periods of251

mild restrictions, however, social interactions are substantially limited during periods of strict252

restrictions, which may cause high occurrence of mental health issues, such as depression and253

anxiety, or domestic violence [23, 25, 85]. Mitigation requires prolonged periods of moderate254

restrictions that can be exhausting and negatively impact the population [37, 73, 71]. Social255

and mental health costs of these two strategies are experienced unequally across population256

groups. Different social and psychological stress levels can arise depending on personal living257

situations, employment sector, gender, ethnicity, and social determinants of health [73], and258

it is misleading to report only whether elimination or mitigation guarantees lower social costs259

at a population level without also stratifying these costs for population groups. In many cases260

social costs of NPIs are to be paid in the future, and it is only recently that researchers have261

developed methods to determine the direct and indirect impact of NPIs implementation on262

a population’s health and social functioning [114, 104, 57, 28, 69]. For these reasons, it is263

premature to discuss which of elimination or mitigation may be preferred in terms of social264

cost.265
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Fig. 4: Daily number of international travelers (averaged over April 2018 to March 2019, [93]) and
2018 yearly GDP [95] obtained for different provinces and territories in Canada. Mitigation may be
recommended in regions with high travel volumes, as in these regions travel measures might be less
feasible and more costly. Mitigation may be recommended in regions with high travel volumes, as in
these regions travel measures might be less feasible and more costly. On the other hand, limiting the
number of infections through the implementation of an elimination strategy may be necessary when the
cost of treating infections is high compared to the regional GDP. Note that the figure is only intended
to qualitatively illustrate a possible link between arrivals, regional GDP, and costs, and we acknowledge
that the nonlinearity and interdependence between these factors can make these relationships more
complex. The two letter abbreviations denote Alberta (AB), British Columbia (BC), Manitoba (MB),
New Brunswick (NB), Newfoundland and Labrador (NL), Northwest Territories (NT), Nova Scotia
(NS), Nunavut (NU), Ontario (ON), Prince Edward Island (PE), Quebec (QC), Saskatchewan (SK),
Yukon (YT). Data for the Northwest territories (NT) for the same time period are not available.

Discussion266

During the pandemic, the World Health Organization recommended a risk-assessment ap-267

proach that considers local epidemiology, public health measures and capacity, and contextual268

factors to determine if restrictions on international travel should be implemented [107]. Yet,269

quantitative criteria to evaluate whether an elimination or a mitigation strategy is preferable,270

and guidelines applicable to subnational jurisdictions, are lacking. We propose a concep-271

tual framework to guide the decision to implement an elimination or a mitigation strategy272

in response to a pandemic threat. We hope that our framework will inspire new modelling273

approaches, for example, by expanding on the two approaches described in the supplementary274

information, to support and regularly reassess this decision.275

So far, the focus of many epidemiological optimization models has been to determine the276

optimal level of social distancing needed to minimize infections, and the socio-economic costs277

of interventions [11, 89, 51, 38, 3, 58, 113, 4, 70, 48]. However, as noted in [38], [50] and278

Box 1, common modelling formulations can produce highly erroneous results when applied279

to situations where infection prevalence can be zero in reality. Therefore, new mathematical280

tools are urgently needed to quantitatively optimize the trade-off between elimination and281

mitigation. We also emphasize that for proper quantitative comparison of response strategies,282

future modelling should explicitly consider a distinction between community cases and travel-283

11



related cases, and include statistics that are relevant for the characterisation of community284

outbreaks occurring when an elimination strategy is implemented, such as the efficiency of285

border testing and quarantine policies and the probability of a traveller initiating a community286

outbreak [116, 44, 91, 97, 96], the expected size of such an outbreak [78, 35, 41], the probability287

that a community outbreak has been eliminated, such that strict NPIs might be relaxed288

[77, 14, 72], vaccination strategies [62, 79] and elimination exit strategies [44, 63, 103] for289

regions with low infection prevalence.290

Our analysis supports the application of local, rather than global, public health measures291

and responses [66, 64, 67, 52]. Indeed, large urban areas, as compared to rural and remote292

areas, are characterised by dense infrastructure, greater accessibility to health care services,293

stronger economies, and therefore different disease dynamics and implications of public health294

measures. Previous studies considering the impact of travel measures to reduce the risk of295

SARS-CoV-2 importation have been controversial [16], and the implementation of within-296

state travel restrictions have been subject to legal challenges [98]. While some studies have297

questioned the effectiveness of travel measures [7, 24, 105], others have emphasized their298

importance [32, 46]. We suggest this disagreement may be due to overlooking the regional299

context: for example, whether community spread is occurring (Box 1), and low health care300

capacity, characteristics of small jurisdictions that may make elimination feasible, and the301

relatively low cost of implementing travel restrictions as compared to treating infections in a302

small economy (Fig. 2).303

An elimination strategy can be implemented to maintain a healthier economy and less304

restrictive social distancing in economically smaller regions with low health care capacities and305

low travel volumes, and we present key regional and disease characteristics that can be used306

to assess whether elimination or mitigation may be best. Estimation of the relevant quantities307

(for example, by making figures similar to Fig. 3), and understanding the inter-relatedness308

and relative importance of key quantities (for example, by modelling the relationship between309

detection delay, the implementation of strict NPIs, and peak hospital occupancy, and the310

expected proportion of days with mild to strict restrictions, as shown in the supplementary311

information) is a necessary future research area to allow for a quantitative comparison of312

elimination and mitigation strategies for decision-making purposes.313
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